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A NEW C-BAND SAR FOR ERS-1 UNDERFLIGHTS 
S. N~rvang Madsen, N. Skou, and E. Lintz Christensen 

Electromagnetics Institute, Technical University of Denmark 

ABSTRACT 

Since 1986 the Electromagnetics Institute, the Technical 
University of Denmark, has designed, build and tested a high 
resolution airborne C-band Synthetic Aperture Radar, SAR. 
The first test flights took place in November and December 
1989. The radar design has been based on digital technology 
to the largest possible extent, to make the system as adaptable 
as possible. This has resulted in a very flexible radar with var- 
iable resolution, swathwidth, and imaging geometry to men- 
tion just a few of the more important features. Special atten- 
tion was paid to system calibration when the system was de- 
signed. This paper will outline design considerations, and 
discuss selected features in relation to the implementation 
(for instance: the digital system, the aircraft, the antenna and 
its installation as well as the calibration system), and the first 
test results will be shown. Finally the on-going system devel- 
opments and project plans are briefly described. 

INTRODUCTION 

The principle of Synthetic Aperture Radar was "invent- 
ed'' nearly 40 years ago and the first unclassified papers were 
published 20 years ago [ l ] .  For many years the subject was 
mainly of military interest first of all due to the fact that civil- 
ian applications could not justify the development of the 
costly SAR systems. Therefore the development of S A R s  fo- 
cused on the military needs such as high resolution and long 
range. Today the potential benefits of SAR systems are much 
more widely accepted, and a number of new SARs has been 
developed for research but also for operational applications 
as for instance sea ice surveillance. 

The KRAS ( = Coherent Radar and Advanced Signal pro- 
cessing) system described in this paper is a research radar 
which: 
1) serves as a testbed for coherent radar technology 
2) provides a facility that is well suited for underflights in 

relation to the SAR of the European ERS-1 satellite. 

KRAS DESIGN 

The top level parameters that must be determined first 
when designing a SAR system are: frequency, polarization, 
resolution, swathwidth, sensitivity, range, and operating ge- 
ometry. The KRAS frequency and polarization were primarily 
given by the fact that the system should be compatible with 
and applicable to underflights of the European ERS-1 SAR 
satellite, [2], now scheduled for launch in 1991. The KRAS ra- 
dar is accordingly a single frequency system operating at 5.3 
GHz. The polarization is presently VV, but funding has been 
obtained to start the development of a dual-polarized anten- 
na.The ERSl satellite S A R  acquires data at steep angles of in- 
cidence, it is therefore important that the aircraft SAR oper- 
ates at very high altitudes, since the ground swath corre- 
sponding to a given incidence angle interval will be propor- 
tional to altitude. At an early stage of the design it was real- 
ized that the best suited altitude levels would be above 

30000 ft. 
The potential applications of the KRAS S A R  spans a wide 

range from geophysical mapping, sea ice monitoring, and 
fishery inspection, all typically requiring a wide swath 
though with moderate resolution requirements (i.e. 10 m), to 
cartography mapping and reconnaissance, where a high reso- 
lution is more important than a wide swath. The radar is de- 
signed to achieve a resolution down to 2 m by 2 m. The nomi- 
nal range of the system is 80 km and the effective slant range 
swathwidth after pulse-compression is between 9 and 48 km 
depending on the resolution and transmitted pulselength. 
The swath is basically limited by the number of complex 
range cells, which is 8192, except at the steepest angles of inci- 
dence where the antenna elevation beamwidth of 30' will lim- 
it the useful swath. The range off-set is programmable. Three 
typical mapping set-ups are shown in figure 1. 

The system sensitivity corresponds to 10 dB SNR for dis- 
tributed targets with a characteristic backscatter coefficient of 
oo = - 30 dB(m2/m2) at an incidence angle of 0 = 65" (altitude 
12.5 km slant-range = 30 km), and a 10 dB S N R  for a point 
target with (T = -10 dB(m2) at a range of 80 km. Both assumes 
an azimuth sample spacing of 0.1875 cm. 

12500 m 

ERS-I Underflight 
Beamlimited swath 

4500 m 
t- 15000 m + 

High resolution far range mapping 
Rangecell limited 

H =  80000 m 
12500 m 

69700 m 

"Low" resolution mapping 
Rangecell limited 

80000 m 

, -..,-- ... . \ - 79000 m A 

Figure 1. Examples showing some possible mapping confiyra- 
tions for the KRAS SAR. 
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SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

Digital system: Obviously significant flexibility is re- 
quired to meet the requirements. The variable resolution and 
swath can only be obtained if signals of varying bandwidth 
can be transmitted and the processing in the receiver can be 
modified accordingly. A trade-off analysis considering multi- 
ple SAW devices, a swept-oscillator system and a digital sig- 
nal generation scheme showed that only the digital system 
could provide the desired range of pulse durations, band- 
widths and coding algorithms in a cost effective way. The ap- 
plication of digital pulse compression in the receiver gives a 
number of advantages though at the expense of quite heavy 
processing requirements. Also, compared to the dynamic 
range of the AD converters themselves, the dynamic range 
(measured as the ratio between the largest point target and 
the noise floor) after digital compression is improved by the 
processing gain. 

There are a number of ways to generate the digital codes 
and similarly there are several ways to transform the digital 
numbers to analog signals. The most simple approach is to 
apply direct phase modulation on the RF carrier. Such a sys- 
tem is very attractive when phase codes with few different 
phasors and moderate sidelobes are required. This coding 
process, however, introduces phase steps whose effect must 
be included in the design [3]. Alternatively one can use DA 
converters to generate the modulation function at video fre- 
quencies, either using one DA-converter and applying a digi- 
tal frequency off-set (which means that to generate signals of 
bandwidth B the sampling rate must be larger than 2 B), or by 
using a quadrature modulator as shown in figure 2. Since the 
quadrature modulator generates the complex modulation 
function m(t) = a(t)exp(j$(t)) at baseband (covering frequen- 
cies from -B/2 to +B/2), each DA converter needs only sam- 
ple at a rate larger than B. The latter implementation is well 
suited for high bandwidth signals and was therefore chosen 
for the KRAS signal generator. 

I-channel 

Q-channel 

code 
Digital LP 

Figure 2. Digital signal generator implemented as a quadrature 
baseband modulator. 

Also the digital codes can be generated in a number of 
ways. One method to generate the quadratic phase of a linear 
FM is for instance to implement a digital double integration 
of a constant. Alternatively the pulse code can be generated 
off-line and down loaded in a fast buffer memory. This ap- 
proach gives significantly more flexibility and the software 
generating the codes can be designed to calculate non-linear 
FM with specified pulse length, bandwidth and sidelobe lev- 
el. The price paid for this flexibility is that a fairly large and 
very fast buffer memory is required. It is important to note 
that high quality signals with low sidelobes can only be 
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obtained if the gains of the quadrature channels are equal, 
the channels are properly time aligned, and the phase differ- 
ence between the channels is 90'. The KRAS digital signal 
generator is based on a quadrature modulator with the con- 
verters running at a 200 M H z  sampling rate. The low-pass fd- 
ters have a cut-off frequency of 150 MHz and a nearly linear 
phase characteristic. 4096 complex code words are stored in a 
RAM buffer, hence supporting pulses of a length up to 20 p. 
The codes are generated by a C-program that supports both 
linear and nonlinear FM codes. The incorporation of signal 
pre-distortion is presently being studied, thereby enabling 
correction of system imperfections, [4]. Preliminary results 
have shown that when Hamming weighting is applied (nomi- 
nal PSLR = -42 dB and ISLR = -27 dB) the system sidelobe 
peak-side-lobes are 33 dB suppressed when pre-distortion is 
not applied, and 41 dB suppressed when pre-distortion is ex- 
ploited. 

Aircraft: It was found that the Gulfstream G-3 aircraft 
(owned and operated by the Royal Danish Air Force) is an 
excellent platform for a SAR intended for satellite under- 
flights. It is a very stable platform that can operate at high al- 
titudes (up to 45.000 ft) and the nominal airspeed of 240 m/s 
reduce the motion compensation problems relative to slower 
aircraft. Due to the present configuration of the aircraft the 
antenna installation was placed under the fuselage near the 
wings, see figure 3. To enable fast mounting and dismounting 
the antenna system was placed in a modified fighter-plane 
fuel tank. 

Figure 3. Gulfstream G-3 with the KRAS SAR p d  

Antenna. Originally the elevation pattern was planned to 
be a modified cosec square pattern (G(W) - c o s e & y F )  ). 
However, it was found that with the limited height of the an- 
tenna (27 cm) it was not possible to achieve the cosec squared 
pattern without significant ripple on the elevation pattern, 
and furthermore a sufficient beam stability over the full band- 
width was not obtained. Therefore the modified cosec square 
pattem had to be more "modified" than originally planned. 
The slotted waveguide antenna was calibrated in the Electro- 
magnetics Institutes Radio Anechoic Chamber using spherical 
near field antenna measurement techniques. Measurements 
have revealed elevation sidelobes of -28 dB at the centre fre- 
quency. 

Antenna installation: The antenna is mounted on a ball 
joint close to the antennas phase centre. The antenna is stabi- 
lized in roll, pitch and yaw. The antenna installation raised 
two problems: 1) How to minimize the effect of the radome, 
2) how to avoid interference fringes due to multipath propa- 
gation via the wing. It is found that depending on the look 
angle of the antenna, the incidence angle of the radiated field 
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relative to the radome is between 0" and 50" (worst case). By 
using a so-called A-sandwich which consists of a layer of fi- 
bre glass, a core of low E material, and another fibre glass 
layer (skin thickness of 0.025 X, core thickness 0.2 X) one finds 
that for the VV polarization the transmittivity is larger than 
98% for incidence angles up to 60". Also, the insertion phase 
delay is constant for incidence angles up to 60". If the trans- 
mission loss of 2% is assumed to be due to reflections (which 
is a reasonable assumption at the rather low frequency of 5 
CHz) this corresponds to p = -17 dB. This was verified by 
measurements of the sky temperature by a 5 GHz radiometer 
with and without a sample of the radome material in front of 
the antenna. These measurements showed p values between - 
17 and -20 dB for angles up to 30" (maximum range for set- 
up). The second concern was the influence of the wing. Al- 
though only the front edge of the wing is in the view of the 
antenna, two-way propagation and the accompanying inter- 
ference problem has been a major concern. A maximum two- 
way gain/loss of 1 dB (theoretical worst case assuming the 
wing is a perfect and flat reflector) gave rise to an elevation 
sidelobe specification of -25 dB. 

Motion compensation: The motion compensation system 
of the KRAS radar is considered one of the critical subsys- 
tems. Similar to the accuracy requirements for a real antenna, 
the individual elements of a synthetic antenna must be locat- 
ed with an accuracy corresponding to fractions of a wave- 
length. The investigation of the motion compensation prob- 
lem is extremely complex and it involves questions like: Re- 
quirements for the position and attitude measurement, 
achievement of sufficient measurement accuracy, implemen- 
tation of a real time algorithm. In the system implemented, an 
INU (Inertial Navigation Unit) is mounted in the antenna 
pod (to minimize the lever arm correction). To allow for cor- 
rection of INLJ velocity drift the SAR includes a real-time 
Doppler tracker unit, and the SAR processor is presently be- 
ing upgraded to include an autofocus module. The motion 
compensation system uses a Kalman filter system to find the 
nominal flight track during a 5 km alignment track and after 
this the mapping starts and the nominal track is essentially 
locked. A more detailed paper on the motion compensation 
system is planned. 

The KRAS parameters are listed in Table 1 and the sys- 
tem block diagram is shown in figure 6. 

Frequency: 5.3 GHz 
Transmitter peak power: 2 kW 
Receiver noise figure: 2.5 dB 
System loss ( estimate): 3 dB 
Pulse length from 0.64 to 20 ~.ls 
Maximum bandwidth 100 MHz 
Antenna gain: 26.8 dB 

azimuth 3-dB beamwidth: 2.7 ' 
elevation pattem width 300 
polarization: w 

Resolution range: Variable 2,4,8 m 
azimuth Variable 2,4,8 m 

Slant range mapping width (raw data): 
Range: 80 km 

Variable 12,24,48 km 

SYSTEM CALIBRATION 

0.0 10.0 ZOO m.0 w.0 m.0 w.o 70.0 w.0 

Figure 4. Plot showing the retum power from a "standard" tar- 
get with 0" = -20 dB (with look angle as parameter). 

In figure 5 is shown a radar image of central Copenhag- 
en. Motion compensation was applied, and a resolution of 2 

Calibration is an important issue in modern remote sens- 
ing radars. Several precautions are taken in the KRAS radar 
design to facilitate system calibration. First of all the stability 
of the system is ensured by applying design techniques usu- 
ally applied in radiometer systems. One of the important fac- 
tors is that all RF components, including the TWT, are tem- 
perature stabilized. Another important feature of radiometers 
is that of frequent automatic calibration. This is implemented 
in the KRAS radar design by implementing a number of inter- 
nal calibration loops. Both a sample of the TWT drive signal 
and the TWT high power output ( sampled via a -60 dB cross 
coupler) are injected into the calibration switch. The calibra- 
tion switch includes a programmable precision attenuator 
and an average power monitor, and the sample of the drive 
signal or the attenuated high power signal can be injected in 
the receiver either before or after the low noise amplifier. 

Use of corner reflectors and comparison between the col- 
lected SAR data and a C-band noise scatterometer that was 
recently developed at the Electromagnetics Institute, will also 
contribute to the calibration of the system. 

FLIGHT TESTS 

In November and December, 1989, the first flight tests of 
the Danish airborne SAR were performed. Already on its first 
mission it produced valuable data with a resolution of 8 by 
8m. Motion compensation was not applied. In the second 
mission Copenhagen and the Technical University of Den- 
mark were mapped. 

To assist the planning of the missions a number of plots 
showing the received power as a function of altitude, look-an- 
gle and ground range have been plotted. The plots are based 
on the measured antenna pattern and a 0.375 m azimuth 
pulse spacing. The noise floor using a 100 MHz bandwidth is 
at -91.5 dBm. The datatake covering the Technical University 
of Denmark and central Copenhagen were at an altitude of 
41000 ft (~12500 m), at slant ranges from 22000 m to 31200 m 
and using a look-angle of 65". The signal transmitted was an 
80 MHz, linear FM. From figure 4 it is seen that the power re- 
turned for a given o" will vary approximately 1.5dB from 
near-range to far-range. 
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Figure 5. C-band SAR image of Copenhagen showing the city center and the harbour from 25 km distance. The 
image width is 6 km and the resolution is 2 by 2 meters. 
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the KRAS system 

has not been radiometrically equalized and STC (sensitivity 
time control) was not applied during recording. The equaliza- 
tion of the radiometric response across the swath is entirely 
due to the antenna shaping. It is noted that there are no inter- 
ference fringes indicating reflections from the wing, and there 
are no "banding" effect in the along track direction indicating 
motion compensation problems. 

FUTURE PLANS 

At the moment the system is being tested in more detail. 
This is expected to result in modifications that will make the 
system more easy to operate. It is expected that a second gen- 
eration of the system software will be available in the spring 
1990. These tests will also contribute to the calibration of the 
system. 

The development of a real-time processor and display 
system is also underway. It is expected that the processor will 
be available by the end of 1991 or early 1992. Recently fund- 
ing was approved for developing a prototype of a dual-polar- 
ized microstrip antenna This work has just started, and it is 
hoped that it will lead to an up-date of the system to full pola- 
rimetric capability. 
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